CM18B Cash Recycler
Fixing the back-office cash problem.

**Description**
The CM18b is a cash recycling machine with an extended deposit capability that provides benefits to retailers, commercial banks, and cash-in-transit (CIT) companies.

This dual function recycler, can prepare cashier tills at the start of the day and receive the returning cash at the end of the day—without any additional supervision. This eliminates labor intensive, cash related tasks from management’s responsibilities.

**Features**
In a response to the needs of the leading CIT companies, the CM18b offers the unique feature of a dedicated deposit area. In this section of the machine, notes are neatly stacked in a sealed bag, physically separated from the recycling modules.

**Specifications**
- Deposit/dispense transactions in batches of up to 200 notes
- Deposit speed up to 5 notes per second
- Dispense speed up to 7 notes per second
- Recycling area: up to 6 recycling cassettes, up to 500 notes per cassette (3,000 notes)
- Deposit area: A mechanically sealing bag with a capacity of 3,000 banknotes
- Full image sensors for Visible, UV & IR light plus magnetic and ultra sound sensors
- RS232, USB 2.0 and TCP/IP connectivity